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The Second Workshop on a Framework for the Sustainable Use of Plant Protection Products in
the European Union is a part of a project aimed at the implementation of the 5th Environmental
Action Programme for the use of Plant Protection Products within the European Union. The
Workshop was held at the Grand Hotel Mercure in Brussels, 12 to 14 May 1998. The Workshop
and the project were joint initiatives from the European Commission and the Netherlands Ministry
of Housing, Spatial Planning and Environment (VROM). The financing was also shared between
the initiating organisations.

This project has been divided in two phases:
(1) Phase 1: the gathering of data on pesticides as used in the European Community; the
                         selection and evaluation of possible and relevant policy options;
(2) Phase 2: the economic, juridical and administrative assessment of possible strategic policy

    options as well as further elaboration of use of PPPs1 and the presence of residues
    in waters and an assessment of benefits of PPPs

Phase 1 was concluded by a Workshop held in Brussels, 14 and 15 June 1994.

The objectives of the Second Workshop, ending Phase 2, were:
(1) to inform the participants about the progress made during the second phase of the project;
(2) to discuss the results of research done in phase 2;
(3) to discuss elements of a recommendation for a European policy for a more sustainable

use of Plant Protection Products in agriculture

352*5$00(

The Programme started with opening speeches by representatives of the European Commission
DG- XI, Environment, Nuclear Safety and Civil Protection and DG-VI, Agriculture and of the
Dutch Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and Environment and was continued with reports on
six research projects executed in phase 2. These projects have covered a wide area of relevant
aspects including the use of Plant Protection Products, the impact on health and environment,
methods for reducing the impact and dependency of these products, policy and strategy elements,
and the benefits of Plant Protection Products. The key issues were then discussed in detail in 4
specialised parallel sessions.

The Workshop was concluded by plenary discussion, aimed at identifying priorities with Member
States and other organisations involved for possible recommendation to the European
Commission.

3$57,&,3$7,21

Participation was by invitation only. About 140 experts, representatives from Member States,
other European countries and non-governmental organisations, attended. Participants had
command of several aspects of plant protection. The focus was not only on scientific and
environmental but also on economic, juridical, social and administrative aspects.

                                                
1 Plant Protection Products
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The discussions during the Workshop were supported by a set of documents. The main document
was a Synthesis Report (including a Summary) aimed at improving the accessibility of
information by organising and summarising the results from the research projects. This document
was distributed with the invitation. The rest of the documents consisted of the reports of the 6
research projects containing approximately 2500 pages in total and was made available to the
participants. Other interested parties can obtain the reports from the European Commission DG XI
World Wide Web site at http://europa.eu.int/en/comm/dg11/dg11home.html.
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09.30 Registration and coffee

&KDLU��0U�-��&XUULH���'LUHFWRU�*HQHUDO�'*�;,

10.00 Opening speech 0U�-��&XUULH���'LUHFWRU�*HQHUDO�'*��;,��(QYLURQPHQW��1XFOHDU�6DIHW\
DQG�&LYLO3URWHFWLRQ
0U�0��6LOYD��5RGULJXH]���'HSXW\�'LUHFWRU�*HQHUDO��'*�9,��$JULFXOWXUH�
0U�*��:ROWHUV� ��'HSXW\�'LUHFWRU�*HQHUDO�'XWFK�0LQLVWU\�RI�+RXVLQJ�
6SDWLDO�3ODQQLQJ�DQG�(QYLURQPHQW� �
�

10.30 Further Analysis of Presence of Residues and Impact of PPPs in EU
&UDQILHOG�8QLYHUVLW\

10.55 Questions and discussion

11.10 Coffee break

11.40 Regional Analysis of Use Patterns of PPPs in six EU countries 
/DQGHOO�0LOOV

12.05 Questions and discussion

12.20 Assessments of Benefits of PPPs
(\UH�$VVRFLDWHV

12.45 Questions and discussion

13.00 Lunch

&KDLU���0U��$��&KHFFKL�/DQJ���'LUHFWRU�'*�9,

14.30 Analysis of Agricultural Policy in Relation to the Use of PPPs
3URGXFH�6WXGLHV

14.55 Questions and discussion
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15.10 Possible Arguments and Objectives of an Additional EC policy on PPPs
2SSHQKHLPHU�:ROII�	�'RQQHOO\

15.35 Questions and discussion

15.50 Additional EU Policy Instruments for PPPs
$JULFXOWXUDO�8QLYHUVLW\�:DJHQLQJHQ

16.15 Questions and discussion

16.30 Coffee/Tea

17.00 Outcome of the Questionnaire
2SSHQKHLPHU�:ROII�	�'RQQHOO\

17.15 Questions and discussion

17.30 Presentation by WWF

17.40 Presentation by COPA

17.50 Presentation by ECPA

18.30 Cocktail

19.00 Dinner

���0$<�����
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09.00 Introduction of parallel sessions

09.30 Parallel sessions:

Parallel session A: Impacts of PPP’s, Health and Environment

Session (time) Sub-session (time)

Impact

(09.30-13.00)

Environment

(09.30-11.00)

Chair: Mr A. Delmas  - Director of Research Institute

National de la Recherche Agronomique, France

Coffee break (11.00-11.30)

Health 

(11.30-13.00)

Chair: Professor M. Maroni - Director, International Centre

for Pesticide Safety, Italy
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Parallel session B: Instruments for sustainable use of PPPs

Session (time) Sub-session (time)

Impact

(09.30-13.00)

Economic Instruments

(09.30-11.00)

Chair: Mr H. Waibel - Professor at the Hannover Institute

for Economics in Horticulture, Germany

Coffee break (11.00-11.30)

Regulatory and other

instruments

(11.30-13.00)

Chair: Ms V. Bernson - Head of Pesticide Division,

Swedish National  Chemicals  Inspectorate, Sweden

13.00 Lunch

&KDLU�� 0U�� 0�� YDQ� GHU� *DDJ� �� � 'XWFK� 0LQLVWU\� RI� +RXVLQJ�� 6SDWLDO� 3ODQQLQJ� DQG
(QYLURQPHQW

15.00 Plenary session
Reports from parallel sessions and discussion on policy options

16.30 Coffee/Tea

17.00 Plenary session
Reports from parallel sessions and discussion on policy options (continuation)

18.30 End

���0$<�����

&KDLU��0V��5��)URPPHU���'LUHFWRU�'*�;,

09.00 Plenary Session
Finalising the recommendations

10.30 Coffee

11.00 Plenary Session
Finalising the recommendations (continuation)

12.00 Concluding words
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Director-General, European Commission, DG-XI, Environment, Nuclear Safety and Civil
Protection

Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is a great honour for me to open this Workshop. While opening the Workshop, I would also
like to thank the Dutch Authorities, particularly the Dutch Ministry for Housing, Spatial
Planning and Environment as well as the Ministry for Agriculture, Fisheries and Nature
Conservation for their contribution to this project.

One of the effects of intensive agricultural production in the Union is the pollution from Plant
Protection Products, which threatens groundwater, surface water, soil and air quality. These
environmental problems appear to be more than local in nature, subsequently affecting a
substantial number of EC Member States.

The use of Plant Protection Products also affects human and animal health, notably farmers and
agricultural workers through direct exposure. It also affects consumers through indirect
exposure, for example via residues in food and in drinking water. The recent public concern
about Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals has further highlighted the potential effects of
pesticides, even if the scientific foundation of this concern still needs to be confirmed.

The Community has equipped itself with different legislative instruments in order to deal with
these effects. However, there is growing concern about the question as to whether these
instruments will eventually lead to the necessary reduction of environmental pollution caused
by the use of Plant Protection Products. Therefore the question is whether new Community
initiatives should be taken, in addition to the current legislative framework

This workshop represents the conclusion of a study project launched in 1992 when the
Commission started the development and evaluation of future strategies for the sustainable use of
Plant Protection Products. The background to this initiative was the Fifth Environmental Action
Programme.

During a first workshop held in June ‘94 and attended by a great number of those present today,
the problems caused by the use of Plant Protection Products were identified. The first Workshop
also recommended that further research be done:

• to analyse the effect of existing legislation framework on the use of Plant Protection
 Products;
• to analyse possible additional policy instruments to reduce the risks to man and the
 environment from Plant Protection Products;
• to analyse further the use patterns of Plant Protection Products within the European Union,
      their impact on human health and on the environment and their benefits.
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These studies, which add up to over 3000 pages, have been made available to you, including a
summary report and responses to a questionnaire. The main results of the work will be presented
to you today. The task for this 2nd Workshop is to discuss the findings of these studies and to make
recommendations for further action in order to achieve a sustainable use of Plant Protection
Products.

The time has come to shape the future by identifying the appropriate options for the future. The
emphasis on maximising agricultural production is no longer the preferred option, as confirmed
recently by the Agenda 2000 of the Commission. The way forward is a sustainable development
that ensures protection of human health as well that of the environment.  Integration of
environmental concerns into the Common Agricultural Policy will contribute to this objective. 
The sustainable use of Plant Protection Products also represents a key step in that direction.

I trust this workshop will produce clear recommendations for the Commission on the way
forward.

I wish you all a successful workshop.
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Deputy Director-General, European Commission, DG-VI, Agriculture

Ce séminaire représente le bilan d’un travail important qui a impliqué de nombreux services de
la Commission dans une étroite collaboration. Je souhaite qu’il puisse lancer une réflexion
ouverte et constructive sur la politique d’utilisation des produits phytopharmaceutiques. La
Direction Générale de l’Agriculture que je représente aujourd’hui a largement contribué à
l’édification de cette initiative qui, je crois, s’inscrit dans la perspective plus large de la mise en
oeuvre d’une agriculture durable.

Je voudrais tout d’abord remercier Monsieur Currie et ses services, le gouvernement
néerlandais et en particulier le Ministère de l’environnement qui ont eu l’initiative de ce
séminaire. Grâce à l’excellente concertation des services qu’ils ont su animer tout au long de ce
processus, un travail fructueux a pu être accompli.

Le Cinquième Programme d’Action Environnemental est le point de départ de cette initiative.
Nous sommes tous conscients que l’utilisation des produits phytopharmaceutiques peut
entraîner des risques et des dangers pour l’homme, les animaux et l’environnment. La
conservation de l’eau, du sol et des ressources génétiques sont des processus essentiels pour le
développement d’une agriculture durable qui ne doivent pas être affectés par cette utilisation.

La durabilité de notre agriculture dépend  également du maintien de critères de vitalité
économique et également d’acceptabilité et d’équité sociales. Maintenir et améliorer la
compétitivité de nos productions végétales ainsi qu’une occupation adéquate et diversifiée du
territoire sont des objectifs essentiels pour l’Union Européenne . Des objectifs qu’il convient en
outre de sauvegarder à une époque où, suite aux accords dans le cadre de l’OMC, l’agriculture
européenne est de plus en plus en compétition directe avec l’agriculture des pays tiers.

Cependant, en dépit des nombreuses améliorations qui ont été introduites dans les pratiques
culturales par la sélection de nouvelles variétés, par de nouvelles technologies, les rendements
de nos cultures sont toujours compromis par différents parasites et mauvaises herbes.
L’utilisation de produits phytopharmaceutiques constitue encore l’un des moyens les plus
importants pour protéger les végétaux et les produits végétaux. Certes, cet objectif d’améliorer
la production végétale ne doit pas porter préjudice à la protection de la santé ou de
l’environnement.

C’est dans ce sens qu’a été adoptée en 1991, la Directive 91/414/CEE  concernant la mise sur le
marché des produits phytopharmaceutiques. Des critères détaillés (ou principes uniformes)
permettant l’évaluation sont énoncés à son annexe VI et garantissent un haut niveau de
protection de la santé et de l’environnement, y compris les eaux et en particulier les eaux
souterraines.
L’examen intérimaire par la Commission de la mise en oeuvre du Cinquième Programme
d’Action Environnemental notait d’ailleurs en novembre 1994 que cette directive fournit un
bon exemple d’intégration de l’environnement puisqu’elle lie l’autorisation des produits
phytopharmaceutiques aux objectifs environnementaux.
Il ne faut pas cependant ignorer les difficultés que nous avons rencontrées dans la mise en
oeuvre de cette directive pour en arriver au stade des décisions sur des substances individuelles.
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En effet, pendant une première phase, les règles détaillées pour la soumission des dossiers par
l’industrie et l’évaluation de ces données par les Etats membres et la Commission devaient être
développées. Cette phase est largement achevée et une période s’annonce maintenant  où des
décisions seront prises à un rythme croissant aussi bien sur des décisions nouvelles que sur les
substances actives existantes couvertes par le programme de réévaluation.

La Communauté dispose, avec cette directive, d’un outil déterminant pour la construction d’une
politique d’utilisation durable des produits phytopharmaceutiques . Maintenant que les
premières décisions sur des substances individuelles ont été prises, il convient de mettre en
oeuvre les ressources nécessaires permettant d’intensifier ces trvaux d’évaluation et de prise de
décision sur les substances actives individuelles.

La Communauté dispose également d’autres instruments permettant de réduire les risques liés à
l’usage de ces produits. Dans le cadre de la réforme de 1992, un certain nombre d’éléments
environnementaux ont été inclus dans la politique agricole commune. Parmi ces dispositions,
les mesures agri-environnementales prévues par le Règlement (CEE) n°2078/92 sont
certainement les plus significatives. Ce règlement, qui est relatif à des méthodes de production
agricole compatibles avec les exigences de la protection de l’environnement et de l’entretien de
l’espace naturel, apporte un soutien notamment aux agriculteurs qui s’engagent à diminuer
sensiblement l’utilisation des fertilisants et/ou des produits phytopharmaceutiques ou qui
s’engagent à maintenir des diminutions déjà appliquées ou à introduire ou maintenir des
méthodes d’agriculture biologique. Cette catégorie d’actions, qui ne constitue qu’une des
mesures possibles au titre du règlement agri-environnement, a largement été utilisée par les
Etats membres. Cela représente en effet près de la moitié du financement total des mesures
agri-environnementales, à l’issue de l’évaluation réalisée en 1997 par la Commission.
Je tiens également à souligner le rôle primordial des actions de formation et des projets de
démonstration qui ont permis la diffusion et l’acquisition des techniques de lutte intégrée et des
règles de bonne pratique phytosanitaire. Par ailleurs, des bandes enherbées ont également pu
être implantées à proximité de sites sensibles comme les cours d’eau en vue de prévenir
d’éventuelles pollutions, grâce aux financements de la politique agricole commune.
J’arrête ici cet inventaire qui n’est pas complet ; ces quelques exemples montrent qu’au-delà
d’une approche réglementaire spécifique, la mise en oeuvre d’instruments incitatifs constitue
un élément essentiel pour l’atteinte des objectifs de durabilité.

Permettez-moi maintenant de terminer cette intervention en vous donnant quelques points
d’éclairage sur l’Agenda 2000 en relation avec le sujet qui nous préoccupe aujourd’hui.
L’approche de 1992 est maintenue et amplifiée par l’Agenda 2000 : la réduction des prix et le
découplage des aides directes de la production ont notamment pour effet de dissuader tout
usage de produit phytopharmaceutique qui n’est pas économiquement profitable. De plus, la
possibilité de la mise en oeuvre d’une éco-condition pour les paiements directs crée de
nouvelles opportunités pour les mesures agro-environnementales (y compris concernant les
produits de protection des plantes).
De manière générale, une importance accrue est donnée aux mesures agri-environnementales.
La promotion de méthodes de cultures à faibles consommations intermédiaires est
particulièrement visée. La lutte intégrée, l’agriculture biologique constituent des voies
privilégiées pour la mise en oeuvre de ces orientations. Le respect de standards
environnementaux et le suivi d’une bonne pratique agricole deviennent par ailleurs des
conditions quasi-systématiques pour l’octroi de soutiens financiers communautaires.
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La prise en compte accrue des considérations environnementales est une des caractéristiques
des propositions de l’Agenda 2000. Cela reflète la volonté de la Commission d’inscrire
l’agriculture communautaire dans un schéma d’agriculture durable, poursuivant ainsi
l’intégration des politiques agricoles et environnementales.

Il me semblait important de rappeler brièvement ce cadre d’action dans lequel nous travaillons
actuellement, afin que les travaux de ces trois jours puissent orienter la Commission sur des
priorités possibles d’action, en complémentarité des instruments dont nous disposons déjà
actuellement.
Je souhaite donc que ce séminaire soit riche de résultats et d’échanges, au profit d’un usage
durable des produits de protection des plantes dont une agriculture européenne compétitive a
besoin.
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Deputy Director-General, The Netherlands Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and
Environment

This workshop started about twenty-five minutes ago and it has already achieved it’s first
success, since it was opened in close co-operation by the Director-General for the Environment,
Mister Currie and the Director-General for the Agriculture, Mister Silva Rodriguez.

As you certainly have read in the Synthesis Report this co-operation is one of the favourable
conditions for successful environmental policies on Plant Protection Products.   

I hope the co-operation between agriculture and environment will continue, for the sake of a
successful policy on Plant Protection Products in the European Union and - more in general - a
policy on sustainable agriculture.

But not only the co-operation between agriculture and environment is essential to create a
framework for the sustainable use of Plant Protection Products.
The outcome of this workshop is perhaps even more important as it will hopefully generate
clear recommendations for a European policy for a more sustainable use of Plant Protection
Products in agriculture.

As you will all know the current policy instruments, which are mainly based on product
authorisation, are not harmonised within the European Union yet, and they are not sufficient to
produce desired reductions in environmental pollution caused by the use of Plant Protection
Products.
For that reason I must emphasise that it is of common interest to all European countries to
develop a clear and unambiguous policy on decreasing the environmental pollution by those
products.
The quality of groundwater, surface water, soil and air must be improved and preserved.

In nineteen ninety three DG XI and the Netherlands Ministry of the Environment started a
research project on the development and evaluation of strategies for a future plant protection
policy, with an emphasis on the reduction of the use of  Plant Protection Products.

The project started by gathering data on the use of pesticides in the European Community,
followed by the selection and evaluation of possible and relevant policy options.

Many of you will remember the first workshop on a framework for the sustainable use of Plant
Protection Products in the European Union, four years ago.
One of the main conclusions from that workshop was that more specialised investigations were
required into the different problem areas.

Therefore, a second phase of research was started in nineteen ninety four.

The main issues in this second phase were:
• the use patterns of Plant Protection Products;
• the presence of residues and the impact of Plant Protection Products on the environment;
• the possible arguments for and objectives of an additional European policy;
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• the Common Agricultural policy in relation to the use of Plant Protection Products;
• additional EU policy instruments;
 and last but not least
• the benefits of the use of Plant Protection Products.

Today the results of  the second phase will be presented, as well as the outcome of the
questionnaire on possible strategies and policy instruments for an additional EU policy
concerning this matter.

I’m convinced these results will inspire you all to discuss the possible strategies and
instruments.

I invite you all to discuss the matter in an open atmosphere.
Only then will it be possible to identify the problems and controversies on the one hand, and the
points of consensus on the other.

During the preparation of this workshop, the necessity of a common policy has become clear, as
has the necessity of close co-operation between agriculture and environment.
In the Netherlands, co-operation between the Ministry of the Environment and the Ministry of
Agriculture has already proven to be successful in this field.
And now, on a European level, DG VI and DG XI have worked closely together in the second
phase of this project, resulting in this workshop.

I therefore hope that this workshop will produce some clear recommendations that can be used
for an additional policy on Directive 91/414/EEC (ninety- one, four one four) , and that this will
lead to speeding up the implementation of the Fifth Environmental Action Plan.
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The starting point for the projects (in both Phase 1 and 2) was the hypothesis that intensive
agricultural production in a large part of the EU has resulted in pollution from, LQWHU�DOLD��Plant
Protection Products (“PPP”), with resulting threats to groundwater, surface water, soil and air
quality.

Although different types of regulation have been introduced at EU level to combat these
problems, there remains a growing concern whether the current regulatory framework is
sufficient to produce desired reductions in environmental pollution caused by the use of PPPs.
The Terms of Reference for the sub-Reports forming the basis of Phase 2 of the project, and of
this Synthesis Report, are therefore related to the issue whether there is a need for an additional
plant protection policy, defined as ‘additional to the current EU regulatory framework’ and in
particular Directive 91/414/EEC’s authorisation policy for PPPs.

Phase 2 was designed to take into account at least the following aspects:

• That an improvement was required in both the PPPs used (‘chemical innovation’) and in
actual pest control practised at farm level (‘agricultural innovation’).

• Current EU policy focuses on possible effects of PPPs themselves and less on use reduction
or similar objectives. Present incentives directed towards stimulating farmers to re-evaluate
use of PPPs are expected to have limited effect;

• There is at present little data available clarity as to how the three elements in a plant
protection policy interact (use of PPPs, the presence of residues in the environment, and the
environmental impact) in impacting either the environment or human health;

• The precautionary principle alone appears to be an insufficient device for a general
reduction in use of PPPs. Although the principle of reduction in chemical inputs (to the
point that none of the basic natural processes indispensable for a sustainable agricultural
sector be affected), is identified in the Fifth Environmental Action Program (‘FEAP’) of
1992, no actual methods, goals or limits were defined. Nevertheless, the FEAP includes as
one of its priority actions, the development of ‘3URSRVDOV� IRU� SURJUHVVLYH� UHSODFHPHQW� RI
KDUPIXO�SHVWLFLGHV�DQG�SURJUHVVLYH�XVH�OLPLWDWLRQV’;

• Significant disagreement on the environmental impact of PPPs in the EU hampers a common
understanding on possible objectives of an additional EU policy;

• Definition of the environmental problems associated with use of PPPs is difficult at present
due to differing parameters used by different parties, and different Member States. There are
a number of possible objectives which an additional EU PPP policy might seek to achieve,
for example, reduction in environmental impact, in use, in concentration, in emission, in
residue, in application frequency, in area treated;

• Notwithstanding the wide agreement at the 1994 workshop that environmental
considerations should be factored in to any modification of EU agriculture policy, it is not
clear what influence the Common Agricultural Policy (‘CAP’) exercises on PPP use in the
EU.

                                                
2 Adapted from: Possibilities for Future EU Environmental Policy on Plant Production Products, Synthesis

Report,  by Oppenheimer Wolff & Donnelly, Brussels 1997
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In the light of the above observations, it was determined to divide Phase 2 into six sub-projects,
as follows:

)XUWKHU�DQDO\VLV�RI�SUHVHQFH�RI�UHVLGXHV�DQG�HQYLURQPHQW�LPSDFW�RI�333V�LQ�WKH�(8

Report prepared by Soil Survey and Land Research Centre (SSLRC) (and sub-contractors). It
was concluded that Phase 1 results, which had addressed this issue from the perspective of
monitoring on the one hand, and science and modeling on the other, were insufficient for the
purposes of clarifying the relationship between use, presence and impact of PPPs necessary for
an examination of the need for an additional EU policy.

)XUWKHU�DQDO\VLV�RQ�XVH�SDWWHUQV�RI�333V�LQ�(8�IDUPLQJ

Report prepared by Landell Mills Market Research Limited, entitled ‘Regional Analysis of Use
Patterns of Plant Protection Products in Six EU Countries’. Phase 1 of the project had identified
the need for greater examination of differing PPP use at farm-level and crop-level. This sub-
Report examines in particular whether further reduction in PPP use is possible, and how such
an objective might be achieved at farm level.

$VVHVVPHQW�RI�WKH�%HQHILWV�RI�3ODQW�3URWHFWLRQ�3URGXFWV

Report prepared by Eyre Associates. This sub-Report is intended primarily to address the
economic benefits occurring from PPP use, most particularly by consideration of the theoretical
impact of fully non-PPP using farming throughout the Member States.

$QDO\VLV�RI�$JULFXOWXUDO�3ROLF\�LQ�5HODWLRQ�WR�WKH�8VH�RI�3ODQW�3URWHFWLRQ�3URGXFWV

Report prepared by Produce Studies Limited. It was concluded at the Workshop in 1994 that
the relationship between current EU agricultural policy and PPP use was insufficiently
developed to allow informed discussion on the possible role of the CAP in an additional EU
PPP policy. This Report was therefore commissioned to conduct a medium and long term
analysis of agricultural policy and its environmental impact of PPP use, to include an
assessment of the effectiveness of EU measures such as price policy and use of structural funds,
agri-environmental measures and relevant EU PPP legislation (such as Directive 91/414). The
Report examines the potential impact of additional measures such as the set asides established
under Regulation 92/2078.

3RVVLEOH�$UJXPHQWV�DQG�2EMHFWLYHV�RI�DQ�$GGLWLRQDO�(&�3ROLF\�RQ�3ODQW�3URWHFWLRQ�3URGXFWV

Report prepared by Oppenheimer Wolff & Donnelly. This sub-Report presents the strategic
assessment of possible developments in EU PPP policy in the future. Unlike previous
assessments of policy options, which had focused on a more GH�IDFWR�approach, this Report is
intended to consider the underlying motivations for different policy options. Experiences to
date in three Member States with PPP reduction strategies in place are compared to three
Member States without such policies.

$GGLWLRQDO�(8�3ROLF\�,QVWUXPHQWV�IRU�3ODQW�3URWHFWLRQ�3URGXFWV

Report prepared by Wageningen Agricultural University. This sub-Report� takes as its starting
point the conclusions from the Oppenheimer Wolff & Donnelly study on possible arguments
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and objectives of an additional PPP policy for the EU. This Report is particularly intended to
take a comparative approach to measures with a local, national or European character, and
assess the cost and enforcement implications of policy alternatives. Suggested starting points
proposed during the workshop therefore included instruments directed at more effective
training and education, registration of PPP trade and use, consideration of economic
instruments, and an examination of the possible impact of the EU Eco-labelling scheme.

���� )XUWKHU�DQDO\VLV�RQ�SUHVHQFH�RI�UHVLGXHV�DQG�LPSDFW�RI�3ODQW�3URWHFWLRQ�3URGXFWV�LQ�WKH�
(8

2EMHFWLYHV

The objectives of this project were:
1. to provide a more detailed overview of monitoring data on pesticides in the environment

related to use patterns;
2. to describe qualitatively various routes of the emission of pesticides into the environment

and their importance as well as to provide quantitative information on these emissions;
3. to generate as far as possible data on effects of pesticide in the environment.  If such data

were only limited, reasons and its implications should be addressed;
4. to make recommendations with priorities for future monitoring strategies designed to protect

environment.

,QWURGXFWLRQ

This study required detailed, specialist information from several EU countries and experts from
selected member states were subcontracted, by the main project consultant (SSLRC, Cranfield
University), to collate and interpret regional characterisation and monitoring data for their
respective countries.  In order to assess impact on the environment, confidential data on
environmental fate and ecotoxicology was provided for 12 selected Plant Protection Products
by several agrochemical companies through the auspices of the European Crop Protection
Agency (ECPA).  These data sources were considered to be the most comprehensive and up to
date and in most cases produced within a quality assured environment.  Project collaborators
are listed below

Federal Biological Research Centre for Agriculture and
Forestry, *HUPDQ\

Dr. rer. hort. Petra Gunther

Instituto di Chimica Agraria ed Ambientale.
Facolta di Agraria,�,WDO\

Mr. Marco Trevisan
Dr. Ettore Capri
Ms Laura Padovani

Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieuhygiene,
7KH�1HWKHUODQGV

Dr. A M A van der Linden
Dr. A Cornelese

Instituto Valenciano de Investigaciones Agrarias, 6SDLQ Dr Diego Gomez de Barreda
The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, 6ZHGHQ Dr. Jenny Kreuger
Laboratoire de Science du Sol, INRA,�)UDQFH Dr. André Delmas

Ms Nina van Zanen
Soil Survey and Land Research Centre, Cranfield University,
8QLWHG�.LQJGRP

Dr Andrée Carter
Dr. Colin Brown

European Crop Protection Agency Mr Dave Arnold
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The regions studied, where possible, were equivalent to those studied in sub-project 1, Regional
analysis of Use patterns of PPP’s. 

5HVXOWV

Some regions did not have any residue monitoring programmes in place and therefore no data
were available.  Water quality monitoring data from some regions was classified as confidential
or was presented in summary format that was inappropriate for this project.  Some of the
regions incorporated several administrative authorities responsible for monitoring and data
collection.  Since data was not centrally co-ordinated in these countries it was difficult to access
and collate comparable information.  Much of the data that was collected related to statutory
monitoring of older, more persistent, active substances, many of which are no longer registered
but are required by EC Directives such as those for Groundwater and Drinking Water.  Several
countries reported detections of active substances arising from use in industrial applications,
food processing and non-cropped land.  These uses can potentially have more impact on non-
target organisms as they originate from a point source and concentrations in discharges can be
significantly higher than those originating from diffuse agricultural contamination.  Monitoring
was not usually targeted for location, timing or for a specific active substance.  Most
monitoring appeared to be in relation to drinking water intakes and was not designed to
determine the magnitude and frequency of contamination events and their potential impact.
Only England and Wales had a designated authority responsible for the co-ordination and
collation of monitoring data.

Comparison of the fate of specific active substances in different member states and resulting
water contamination, was found to be difficult since availability of the active substance and
product type can vary, method of application and treatment rates and timing may differ.  Since
monitoring was not targeted to the relevant environmental compartments no comparative
assessments could be made.  It is generally assumed that agricultural spray drift is main source
of contamination of surface waters yet little monitoring data is available to determine the post
application concentrations or their impact.  Subsequent contamination can occur via drainflow,
lateral seepage, leaching, overland flow and atmospheric deposition.  Only in intensively
instrumented catchment based studies could these begin to be identified and quantified and the
processes responsible understood. 

Large amounts of historical monitoring data (mainly statutory) were collated during the project
(73,000 records).  In order that this could be effectively evaluated SSLRC have funded an EU
database on pesticides in water, soil and sediments.  The database allows summaries to be
retrieved for active substance, water source type, country etc.  Supporting data on location,
source type, sampling date and contact organisation are essential components of the database as
comparison of concentrations detected in isolation are meaningless.

Herbicides were the most frequently monitored group of pesticides.  The tonnage applied was
generally greater than for other groups and the timing of application and physico-chemical
properties suggest that some may be more prone to leaching.  The drinking water limit of
0.1µg/l is more frequently exceeded in the water resources monitored by herbicides, however
proportionately fewer fungicides or insecticides were monitored for.

A database of health and environmental water quality standards was compiled.  This showed
that for some active substances there are several orders of magnitude difference between values
of different countries. Incidences of pesticide contamination of water were found to occur and
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comparisons of concentrations were made with health and environmental standards or limits. 
However the sampling strategies which provided the data reviewed were not usually designed
to fully characterise a contamination incident. This project used maximum detected levels to
make the comparisons and it is agreed is not necessarily a valid approach.  However the use of
means is also problematic. The database retrievals allow a better comparison since they provide
information on the total number of analyses, those below the detection limit and those above
0.1µg/l.  Until comprehensive databases are available showing the origin, magnitude, duration
and frequency of events quality standards cannot be scientifically compared with monitoring
data.  Only continuous, frequent or carefully targeted monitoring can supply this detail.

Data obtained from the agrochemical industry showed that acute and chronic exposures are
monitored under controlled laboratory conditions.  In the field situation the conditions are
dynamic with many processes controlling the dissipation of the active substance.  Yet
comparisons with standards or regulatory assessments are made which assume the same
environmental conditions apply in the field.  Assessment of impact is complex and as a result
too many simplifications and worst/extreme case scenarios may be used which together
combine to provide unrealistic and possibly unnecessarily large safety margins.  Field studies
are occasionally required by regulatory authorities but these data are not usually available in the
public domain for independent scientific assessment.

The uncoordinated monitoring and data collection for all environmental parameters at the EU
level prevented a systematic interpretation of information with respect to determining the
presence and impact of Plant Protection Products.  Regulation of Plant Protection Products is
largely based on the results of laboratory data generated by the agrochemical companies.
Impacts on non-target organism are assessed by calculating toxicity exposure ratios and if
appropriate, risk reduction management strategies are required like no spray zones.  Few field
monitoring data existed in the regions studied to determine whether exposure to real
environmental concentrations was likely to have any chronic or acute impact.

���� )XUWKHU�DQDO\VLV�RQ�XVH�SDWWHUQV�RI�333V�LQ�(8�IDUPLQJ�

2EMHFWLYHV

Through a basis of agronomic analysis at farm level, the objective of the study was to examine
both differences in PPP use at farm level within regions (and identifiable explanations for such
differences) and the potential scope for economically acceptable reduction in PPP use. Possible
future developments/trends were also to be identified.

The four crops selected for analysis were:
• vines;
• winter wheat (the major agrochemical user in cereals);
• potatoes;
• apples (the major agrochemical user in pome and stone fruit).

Regions were selected across Europe where it was believed that there was above-average use of
Plant Protection Products for the crop and country concerned.

                                                
3 Adapted from: Possibilities for Future EU Environmental Policy on Plant Production Products,Synthesis

Report,  by Oppenheimer Wolff & Donnelly, Brussels 1997
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0HWKRGRORJ\

The method used in this study was face-to-face farmer interviews in each of the 14 regions.
Preceded by a restricted number of farmer group discussions, a questionnaire of approximately
one hour in length was developed. Once initial results had been provisionally analysed, a series
of interviews were held with key extension personnel and local specialists in order to deepen
the discussion and obtain models of growing costs and returns where possible.

6HOHFWLRQ�RI�UHJLRQV�IRU�DQDO\VLV�DQG�FKHPLFDO�ORDGV�DSSOLHG

The chemical loads in the regional sample of farms surveyed are summarised in the table below:

&URS 5HJLRQ &KHPLFDO� ORDG� SHU� KHFWDUH� RI� FURS� JURZQ� SHU
IDUP�NJ�DL�KD

$YHUDJH 5DQJH

:KHDW Hannover (D)  4.5 0.08 8.5

E Anglia (UK) 4.6 0 10.1

N Central France 3.8 0.7 13.7

Piemonte (I) 2.1 0.02 7.3

3RWDWRHV Lüneburg (D) 9.8 2.7 22.3

Flevoland (NL) 12.6 1.6 34.6

E Anglia (UK) 13.1* 2.0 26.7

N E France 32.0 9.0 73.7

$SSOHV S E France 41.4 1.7 146.7

Trentino (1) 33.7 0.6 83.4

Lerida (E) 27.4 1.4 109.6

9LQHV Bordeaux (F) 46.0 7.9 87.3

Rioja (E) 16.8 (42) ** 2.9 146.9

Verona (I) 33.6 (43) ** 0.8 142.4

                                                
* Excludes the use of sulphuric acid as a desiccant.
** There was suggestion by local specialists that farmers’ use of sulphur was understated. 

Figures in brackets are computed as if all farms used sulphur.
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It can be seen that chemical loads per crop varied widely between farms and regions.

As a result of the difference in inherent activity of different chemicals, a broad comparison by
weight of active ingredient is of limited value. However, in the absence any other parameter,
and consistent with other pan-European studies, this measure has been used for the purposes of
the present study.

Fungicides dominated the chemical load in all crops except wheat. In potatoes, apples and
vines, season-long disease protection is required. Given the chemicals available, this
necessitates a series of prophylactic treatments throughout the season. In wheat on the other
hand, which shows relatively modest total chemical loads, herbicides were the major
contributor, and fewer applications are required compared to the other three crops.

([SODQDWLRQ�RI�GLIIHUHQFHV

The great range of chemical loads presented in the table above are explained by differences in
inherent activity together with the agronomical factors elaborated below. In addition, however,
the following general factors governing variability were also found to be of significance:

1. Managerial Expertise
2. Pest-Incidence and Infestation Levels
3. Control Achieved
4. Agronomic Variables

The following agronomic variables were found to have a substantial influence on pesticide use
at both a farm and regional level:

• Crop types
• Varieties
• Target pests and level of pest control required
• Treatment timing
• Dose rates
• Application volumes and dose rates
• Herbicide placement
• Part-crop spraying
• Mechanical weed control

&URS�(FRQRPLFV�DQG�3HVWLFLGHV

The majority of farmers felt that the profitability of their crops was satisfactory or above in
most crops and regions in the study year (1994). However, for wheat in Hannover and apples in
S.E. France and Trentino, the majority of farmers were dissatisfied with their profitability.
Anticipated levels of profitability for a given crop had no influence, however, on product choice
or use for the great majority of farmers.

The chemical sector considered by farmers to have the most significant contribution on
profitability was fungicides in all crops and regions, with the sole exception of apples in the
Lerida (E) where insecticides dominated. Farmers were divided as to which sector contributed
least in wheat and potatoes, although in apples and vines herbicides were identified as of being
of least influence of profitability.
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The majority of farmers in all crops and regions felt that no reduction in chemical use would be
possible without reducing profitability. The minority which did feel reduction without loss of
profitability was possible tended to refer to fungicide use in apples. It is worth noting that
consumer demand for blemish-free quality produce (particularly in relation to potatoes, apples
and vines) makes growers of these crops particularly risk-averse.

3HVWLFLGHV�DQG�WKH�(QYLURQPHQW

1. Product Labelling
In all regions, a large majority of farmers believed that label restrictions on handling and the
environment were important or very important with regard to their choice and use of products.
It should be noted, however, that in some sectors local specialists felt unable to accept that that
these responses were genuine.

2. Environmental Factors Influencing Product Choice
Consideration for environmental factors when choosing pesticides was not high on the agenda
of most farmers. Wheat farmers paid greatest attention to these factors in Hannover and
Piemonte (largely for reasons related to ground water considerations). In relation to potato
growing areas, environmental factors were accorded most importance by farmers in Lüneburg.
In the apple regions, only farmers in Trentino demonstrated reasonable consideration for factors
of soil protection, ground and surface water. For vines, farmers in the Verona area demonstrated
the greatest attention to environmental factors, in particular for soil protection.

3. Alternative crop protection systems
Aspects of Integrated Crop Protection Management (‘ICM’), Integrated Pest management
(‘IPM’) and Organic Production (‘OP’) methods were discussed with farmers. Replies were
unsatisfactory as terminology appeared to be interpreted in a variety of different manners or  not
understood at all. It appears nevertheless that ICM or IPM techniques are practised, or under
development to one degree or another in all crops and regions.

It is evident that there is undoubtedly scope for these systems to be more widely introduced.
However, they require significant commitment and technical awareness on the part of farmers
and growers as well as considerable support from the extension network, a conclusion
supported by the other studies summarised above.

2SSRUWXQLWLHV�WR�5HGXFH�&KHPLFDO�/RDGV

In the light of the foregoing summary across crops, the following opportunities for chemical
load reduction are proposed for the main chemical sectors:

1. Seed Treatment
This is a low dose, environmentally sound way of plant protection which, with recent
technological innovations and chemicals, now offers enhanced protection. It can reduce the
need for early field applications of fungicides and insecticides.  Pre-storage treatment of
potatoes can in addition be substantially reduced through use of cold storage techniques.

2. Herbicides
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Dose rates are reported to be at a minimum in all crops, although particular opportunities for
reduction in chemical loads applied to wheat are suggested to arise through increased use of
selective targeting of fields. This can be assisted through greater use of the newer post-
emergence chemicals now available, increased use of mechanical weed control where soils
permit in potatoes, and continuing the move away from residual soil acting herbicides in favour
of contact acting chemicals in apples and vines. Increased use of treatments along the crop rows
would also have benefits in some vineyards.

3. Fungicides
Varieties differ considerably in their susceptibility to diseases. This factor, however, is of a
secondary priority to suitability for the end-user and so choice is considered to be consumer
driven. In relation to potatoes in particular, the most dominant varieties are especially
susceptible to disease. In the short term, reducing this dominance would help reduce fungicide
requirements. In the longer term, newer breeding techniques may be able to marry up end-user
demands with disease resistance. Influencing the consumer to accept some skin blemish would
also help.

In all crops, increased use and continued development of disease warning systems would help to
better target treatments and reduce load, although certain of the systems under development are
some way off practical application. In apples and vines the optimisation of spray volumes
would appear to offer additional opportunities for reducing unnecessary load.

4. Insecticides
As with fungicides, increased use of local warning systems could tighten up use in all crops.
Extension of IPM/ICM techniques, particularly in apples and vines, could also reduce load as
would the optimisation of spray volumes.

���� $VVHVVPHQW�RI�WKH�EHQHILWV�RI�3ODQW�3URWHFWLRQ�3URGXFWV�

2EMHFWLYHV

This study aimed to evaluate the benefits of Plant Protection Products in an economic,
environmental and social sense by comparison of standard, integrated and organic methods in
four country/crop studies.

0HWKRGRORJ\

The methodology consisted of desk research and preparation of background information.
Four case studies were carried out with participation of local experts, for the following crops
and regions:
1. Wheat (Germany : Schleswig-Holstein)
2. Apples (Italy : Trentino)
3. Potatoes (Netherlands : Flevoland)
4. Wine (France : Bordeaux)

                                                
4 Partly adapted from: Possibilities for Future EU Environmental Policy on Plant Production

Products,Synthesis Report,  by Oppenheimer Wolff & Donnelly, Brussels 1997
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0DLQ�ILQGLQJV�DQG�FRQFOXVLRQV

Indices for the average yields, farmgate prices and gross margins for the four crops grown
under the standard, integrated and organic farming systems were as follows:

<,(/'6 ����$SSOHV :KHDW ��3RWDWRHV :LQH

6WDQGDUG
,QWHJUDWHG
2UJDQLF

100
  89
  70

100
100
  59

100
  90
  48

100
100
 73

)$50*$7(�35,&(6

6WDQGDUG
,QWHJUDWHG
2UJDQLF

100
113
200

100
100
204

100
100
298

100
100
107

*5266�0$5*,16

6WDQGDUG
,QWHJUDWHG
2UJDQLF

100
140
190

100
100
200

100
  93
133

100
100
 56

25*$1,&�*5266�0$5*,16��6WDQGDUG�������

3UHVHQW�SULFH�OHYHO
����SULFH�SUHPLXP
=HUR�SULFH�SUHPLXP

190
  80
  40

200
(loss)
(loss)

133
  40

(loss)

56
63
31

The table also shows the yields and gross margins at current prices, and estimates what they
would be if the organic price premium fell (a) to 20 percent, and (b) to zero.

(FRQRPLF�EHQHILWV

The standard and integrated systems were found to have performed similarly; where the
integrated yields are a little lower, this reflects a reduction or elimination of prophylactic
treatments against diseases and pests, as well as of reduced fertiliser applications, nitrogen in
particular.  In contrast, yields under the organic systems are dramatically lower, especially with
arable crops grown in a rotation.

The profitability of the various systems was compared chiefly at the gross margin level, for
each crop studied and at the rotation level for the two arable crops.  The gross margin indices at
the case study price levels gave a rather variable picture

The organic systems appear at present to be very much more profitable (except with wine) than
the standard and integrated systems; owing largely not to reduced input costs but to higher end
product prices. What would happen to the prices of organic products if production expanded
greatly is considered to be unknown.  The available evidence from consumer studies suggests
that, broadly speaking, only 20-25 percent of consumers are willing to pay any premium at all
for organic produce.  The study estimated the gross margins for the organic systems on two
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different assumption (a) that the organic premium remained at 20 percent over standard, and (b)
that it fell to zero.  If the present high prices for organic products decline, profitability would
fall below that for standard and integrated production and gross margin indices for organic
production at different levels of premium are set out below.

The annual economic benefits provided by Plant Protection Products at national level for each
crop were estimated to be:

$SSOHV
�,WDO\�

3RWDWRHV
�1HWKHUODQGV�

:KHDW
�*HUPDQ\�

:LQH
�)UDQFH�

2XWSXW�JDLQ��µ����W�
9DOXH��(&8�PLOOLRQ�

589.0
62.4

1,474
   154

9,204
1,243

15,015
  1,747

Three main conclusions are drawn from the analysis of the economic benefits of the use of
PPPs. Firstly, overall there appears to be very limited or zero economic benefits in using PPPs
beyond the level needed for integrated production, although the rules for integrated production
are flexible, and in practice tend to mean an effort to reduce the use of PPPs (alongside other
environmentally-desirable modifications to the farming system) while avoiding any loss of
profit. In other words, it is felt feasible to reduce PPP use (typically by the 25-40 percent), but
to a varying extent from crop-to-crop depending on circumstances, while maintaining
profitability. 

The second main conclusion is that, at the present time, assuming there have been no big
changes over the past two years, organic production is on balance more profitable than standard
or integrated production. This is despite the much lower yields achieved by organic producers. 
The key to this is felt to be the extremely high farmgate prices currently obtained by organic
producers.  The subsidies for organic production are secondary. The one exception to this is
organic wine. There is a smaller premium for organic wine and the price is insufficient to
compensate for reduced yields.  The important proviso needs to be made, however, that the
price structure in Bordeaux is untypical, and organic wine producers may get a larger premium
elsewhere.

(QYLURQPHQWDO�EHQHILWV

The study reached the conclusion that the main environmental benefit of PPP use arises from
the much greater area of farmland that would be required to produce the same amount of the
crop in question if a PPP-based system is substituted by an organic one.  In other words, this is
the area of farmland that is saved by the use of PPPs under a standard system.  The land savings
from Plant Protection Products use were estimated at national level to be:

$SSOHV
�,WDO\�

3RWDWRHV
�1HWKHUODQGV�

:KHDW
�*HUPDQ\�

:LQH
�)UDQFH�

µ����KD 29 56 2,741 343

Benefits to soil, flora, and fauna from organically farmed land are acknowledged, for example,
the favourable impact of organic methods on soil micro-organisms as well as on the populations
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of invertebrates, beetles and other genera.  To the extent that weeds are poorly controlled, an
increase in insect population occurs, and this in turn is beneficial for the populations of insect-
feeding birds.

6RFLDO�EHQHILWV

The social benefits of Plant Protection Products use were found to be:

• Food prices
Food prices declined in real terms in recent years and absorb a declining proportion of EU
consumers’ incomes, despite price-raising effect of the CAP. Currently organic food prices are
much higher (20-150 percent higher in general) than those for standard and integrated products;

• Food security and quality
PPPs play an important role in ensuring reliable crops each year, as yields generally fluctuate
less under a standard or integrated system than under an organic system.

• Land use for non-farming purposes
Land use for housing, industry, roads, recreation, wildlife conservation and landscape
protection is contingent on it not being required for food production (see above);

• Rural employment and incomes
Reconversion to organic farming would mean some increase in farm labour requirements,
though it is difficult to quantify the impact. 

���� $QDO\VLV�RI�DJULFXOWXUDO�SROLF\�LQ�UHODWLRQ�WR�WKH�XVH�RI�3ODQW�3URWHFWLRQ�3URGXFWV

,QWURGXFWLRQ

This report concerns the execution of the fourth sub-project, called " Analysis of agricultural
policy and relation to use of Plant Protection Products''��The objective was defined as follows:

7R�GHWHUPLQH�ZKDW�HIIHFWV�WKH�FXUUHQW�&RPPRQ�$JULFXOWXUDO�3ROLF\�KDV�KDG�
�DQG�PD\�KDYH�LQ�WKH�IXWXUH��RQ�WKH�XVH�RI�3ODQW�3URWHFWLRQ�3URGXFWV�LQ�WKH�(8
�LQ�RUGHU�WR�DVVLVW�WKH�GHWHUPLQDWLRQ�RI�WKH�PRVW�DSSURSULDWH�DGMXVWPHQW�DQG
�PRGLILFDWLRQ�RI�SROLF\�LQVWUXPHQWV�WR�PLQLPLVH��WKH�ULVN�IURP�333�XVH�

���
There were three parts to the research.
1. An economic analysis that compared the historic relation of changes in the CAP to what

area changes in crops took place and how much PPP was used;
2. A series of farmer group meetings to discuss recent changes in CAP (since reform) and the

impact on sustainable PPP use;
3. An evaluation of the impact (actual and potential) of the Accompanying Measures to CAP

Reform, Structural Funds and other specific measures. This work was carried out through a
combination of desk studies, examining existing evaluations and discussions with local
scheme administrators in selected case study areas.
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0HWKRGRORJ\

Spend on PPP deflated by the price change in PPP is a good measure of PPP use (even if it does
not represent all features of changing PPP use) and corresponds well with the number of
treatments per hectare. Volumes of PPP use per hectare suffer the deficiency as a measure in
that the impact of technology has reduced the dose rate required to give adequate crop
protection. Such technical developments obscure the change in number of treatments, a better
measure of PPP use frequency.

The CAP impacts directly on land use and crop management through its Common Market
Organisations (CMOs) for each commodity. The CAP also influences management through
incentive measures such as those specifically for environmental protection (e.g. 2078/92).
Three types of measures in the CMOs can be distinguished:

• Market support which through intervention, import duties and so on help to maintain producer
prices;
• Production control measures, e.g.: quotas, set-aside;
• Direct aid, most notably the arable compensation payments that are direct
payments to farmers for each hectare grown.

)LQGLQJV

These CAP instruments influence PPP use change in two ways:
1. by provoking changes in what crops are grown (land use changes leading to shifts towards

either more or less intensive PPP using crops);
2. by influencing the way crops are managed and therefore the level of PPP use changed.

Up to the reforms of the CAP in May 1992, then the variation in farmer prices for arable crop
very much followed changes in institutional prices. Since reform then the CAP CMOs have
been less influential in affecting farmer prices. Producer prices for fruit, vegetable and wine
have been much less influenced by the CAP.

PPP use is much less intensive on grassland than arable. The CAP has had a limited effect on
the balance between grassland arable crops until reform of May 1992. Today the CAP
effectively limits both the arable area and the forage area. In this way the CAP controls the
balance of grass to arable land.

In the past the CAP has had considerable impact on land use by different arable crops through
the adjustment of institutionally supported prices for crop production. Whilst the post reform
CAP has had less influence through crop prices, it has had more direct impact on land use
through the set-aside instrument and the compensation payments. The set-aside instrument has
tended to encourage crops that which were known as more intensive users of PPP.

The CAP has had a relatively small impact on the area of land used for fruit and vegetables.
However the CAP does control directly the area of vines, an important crop in relation to the
use of PPP.
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The CAP has affected the management of crops in terms of use levels of PPP. This has been
through the CAP’s effect on crop prices and thus profit optimising level of PPP use. Fungicide
use levels are more sensitive to crop price changes than insecticides or herbicides. Through the
CAP has had an effect, other factors are much more important in determining how much PPP
farmers use��These other factors include the weather, the demand for quality, new technology in
terms of new agrochemicals and new varieties and changes in the cost of PPP.

Measures other than the CMOs of the CAP such as 2078/92 and Structural Funds have had, at
global level, much lower, and, in some situations, negligible impact on PPP use. Only small
parts of the 2078/92 programme are having a reduction impact on PPP use since many of the
programs do not particularly address sustainable PPP use. It would be wrong to conclude from
this study that 2078/92 is an ineffective or inefficient instrument. Funds put to the programme
are relatively modest, especially in contrast to the major part of CAP expenditure on CMOs. It
is also too early to know with any confidence what the impact of 2078/92  will be in those
zones where highly specific PPP reducing measures have been introduced. The programmes
with most direct effect have been schemes to aid conversion to organic production,
compensation for reduction of PPP use and aid to encourage conversion of arable to pasture.
Some of the case study evidence suggests that up take in some regions of these specific
schemes has been modest. Further assessment will be required to measure the extent of
additionally of behaviour provoked by the schemes.

&RQFOXVLRQ

There are many factors that affect the sustainable use of PPP: weather, new technology in seeds
and PPP use, the availability of labour and the demand for quality crops.These factors are more
significant than the CAP and related policies. Nevertheless the CAP has had an influence on
levels of PPP use. The greatest impact has been via the mechanism of supporting farmer prices
for crops: today other measures such as compensation payments and set-aside have an effect.
For various reasons, not least of which is the smaller EU budget level assigned to 2078/92 (and
associated measures) and the Structural Funds compared to the CMOs, such measures have had
less of an effect on sustainable PPP use.

Some programmes of 2078/92 have  very direct impact on PPP use (e.g. conversion to organic).
However such programmes may have highly specific objectives. In contrast the CMOs have to
address simultaneously the multiple objectives of the CAP, of which environmental sustainable
level of PPP use is to consider the various options for change in  instruments. One
consideration might be whether to develop and expand the highly specific programmes and
policy instruments (such as 2078/92) or whether to focus attention on modification of how the
CMOs work, building more criteria of PPP sustainability in the decisions on compensation
levels for the different crops.

���� (ODERUDWLRQ�RQ�3RVVLEOH�$UJXPHQWV�DQG�2EMHFWLYHV�RI�DQ�$GGLWLRQDO�(8�3ROLF\�RQ�3ODQW�
3URWHFWLRQ�3URGXFWV

,QWURGXFWLRQ

This study considered the likely impact of Directive 91/414/EECon PPP use patterns and
proposed six possible Options for an additional EU policy, identified from existing concerns,
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motives, “objectives" (L�H. the endpoint which a strategy aims to achieve) and parameters (a
measurable or quantifiable characteristic of a PPP policy) in current national PPP policies, as
follows:

2SWLRQV

2SWLRQ��: Speed Up Directive 91/414/EECimplementation by providing additional resources for
implementation, to achieve the objectives of a reduction of risk to consumers through drinking
water resources / residues on food. Relevant parameters for measuring progress included numbers
of active substances reviewed under Directive 91/414;

2SWLRQ��: Controls over risks in distribution / use of PPPs, by improving training / certification
requirements and accreditation of distributors, and by restricting access to high-risk PPPs.
Objectives underlying this Option include a reduction in emissions to the environment;

2SWLRQ� �: Water protection programs/measures reducing ecosystem risks by watershed
monitoring programs, and area-based bans or restrictions on use of PPPs in ecologically
vulnerable zones, to achieve reduction of risk to consumers' health through protection of water
resources used for human consumption and of surface waters;

2SWLRQ� �: Voluntary/mandatory programs on pesticide emission use/reduction using Codes of
Good Plant Protection Practice,  promotion of IPM, restricted access to certain high-risk PPPs,
charges or taxes on active ingredients,  voluntary agreements with farmers' organizations to reduce
dependency on PPPs, and so on, in order to achieve a reduction in emissions to the environment,
and residues on food;

2SWLRQ��: Further promotion of low-input or PPP-free agriculture using, for example, an EU eco-
label for PPP-free agricultural products, increased financial support for extension on low or PPP-
free agriculture, and/or subsidies or tax breaks for switching to organic farming, to achieve a
reduction of emissions to the environment and promotion of alternative methods of pest control;

2SWLRQ� �: Integration of environmental concerns into the CAP by support for crop prices and
other subsidies and support for research & extension for sustainable agricultural measures, to
achieve a reduction of emissions to the environment, promotion of alternative methods of pest
control, and an improvement in the technological base for, LQWHU�DOLD, application of PPPs.

'LVFXVVLRQ

Member States’ re-registration programs using strict environmental criteria have been important
measures for taking overly risky pesticides off the market. Nevertheless, even if Directive
91/414/EECis implemented speedily, additional risk reduction measures may still be needed to
address underlying concerns about risks from PPP use within the EU;

Every Member State surveyed had a program(s) aimed at reducing risks from use of Plant
Protection Products LQ�DGGLWLRQ to authorisation for such products;

The lack of guidance provided by Directive 91/414/EECconcerning "proper use" of PPPs could be
resolved by Option 4 measures such as a Code of Good Plant Protection Practices;
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Options 1-4 may in many ways be seen as minimum steps towards reducing risk to humans and
environment from PPP use, and are already in place in some form in the three Member States with
pesticide use reduction programs. Options 5 and 6 are aimed at reducing agricultural dependency
on the use of PPPs (Option 5 through promotion of low-input agriculture, Option 6 through
integration of environmental concerns into the CAP). Insofar as these measures promote
sustainable agricultural production practices, they may represent the best long-term direction for
EU action;

An observable trend in EU lawmaking is to set criteria and targets for Member State action, but to
then leave it to each country to determine the optimal means for achieving the common goal at
national level, H�J., the Packaging Directive and the proposed Ecological Water Quality Directive.
 Such an approach would be in line with the principle of subsidiarity and could help to address the
concerns of individual Member States regarding their own agricultural and environmental
situation.

���� $GGLWLRQDO�(XURSHDQ�8QLRQ�SROLF\�LQVWUXPHQWV�IRU�3ODQW�3URWHFWLRQ�3URGXFWV

%DFNJURXQG

In this study the information of the reports of CLM and LEI-DLO (Phase 1), the reports of the
second phase (except the ‘Benefits study’) and the OECD work on pesticides have been integrated
with existing knowledge in the literature. Its main intention is to provide a good scientific and
informational background for policy decisions to be made by others. Results were fed into the
summary report of the whole programme.

Researchers from six different disciplines contributed (Agricultural economics, Agricultural law,
Agronomy, Extension, Marketing/Psychology and Sociology), but it is an integrated report. An
appendix on Spain helps to provide more information on the typical Southern European issues. To
improve the accessibility of the report, it contains a reading guide (p. viii), a systematic way of
reporting on instruments and a glossary. The book, published by Wageningen Pers, also contains a
subject index, which helps selective and systematic reading

6XPPDU\� 6KRUW� VXPPDU\6KRUW� VXPPDU\6KRUW� VXPPDU\6KRUW� VXPPDU\6KRUW
VXPPDU\6KRUW�VXPPDU\6KRUW�VXPPDU\

The report provides a description and analysis of a set of policy instruments for the European
Union, which are additional to present plant protection policy. An inventory generates 24 different
instruments, nearly all with several variants, which leads to an overview table of 52 partly
overlapping instruments. In total 22 instruments (some of them with optional variation) have been
elaborated in detail.

Instruments are grouped according to their policy characteristics. The following six groups of
instruments are distinguished:

1. Regulation;
2. Information, persuasion and awareness;
3. Technological and institutional change;
4. Arrangements;
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5. Economic instruments;
6. Private law instruments.

Selected instruments were evaluated in detail for the criteria:

• effectiveness;

• efficiency;

• acceptability;

• enforceability;

• homogeneity;

• ‘no large disturbances of property rights and income’.
 
 Each instrument is introduced, described, elaborated and judged on its effects. Of course, There
were at several places insufficient information to come-up with clear results. Analytical results for
each instrument are summarised and integrated in an overview table. A general judgement for
each instrument is derived. The next step is the selection of a mix of economically efficient and
environmentally effective instruments. This has been done in three successive layers. Each
additional layer gives an increasing level of use and risk reduction of Plant Protection Products for
the environment. For instance the first layer contains the instruments:
 

• speeding up the review programme of Plant Protection Products,

• introducing a uniform high level of Value Added Tax,

• encouraging use/risk reduction plans,

• starting a programme on resistant and sensitive cultivars (= crop varieties) at EU level,

• recognition of Integrated Farming/IPM,

• test programmes for application technology.

Next layers achieve more use/risk reduction, but in a less efficient way and/or with more accepta-
bility problems, or more time delay, etc. Besides a ranking of successive layers of instruments, the
study provides also a of number instruments, which do not deserve further attention at EU level in
relation to plant protection policy: ‘Recording of trade’, ‘Labelling plant protection product use’,
‘Abolishing short-term set aside’, ‘Marketable permits’ and ‘Insurance of yield risk’.

The challenge of the study was to come up with a mix of economically efficient end
environmentally effective policy instruments. The large variation in conditions and problems
within the European Union justifies different regional approaches. Here, a methodology has been
indicated, but not elaborated.

0L[�RI�LQVWUXPHQWV

It was examined how a combination of instruments may be selected to achieve the
objectives set for an additional EU PPP policy.

Instruments should at least qualify as economically efficient and environmentally
effective. It has also been assumed that estimated reductions are of ‘average risk level’.
For several instruments, however, reasonable indications of costs related to the reduced
use of PPPs could not be produced. It should also be noted that both estimated benefits
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(related for example to the environment, food safety, and workers protection) and
perceived negative aspects (for example related to farm labour due to a reduction in PPP
use) do not form part of this economic assessment.

Minimum criteria must be satisfied if an instrument mix is to satisfy the objectives of an
additional EU PPP policy. In particular, instruments must be complementary (and certainly
not antagonistic); mixed at federal, regional and national level; flexible, to receive a higher
priority, and varied, in implementation period and in the period required to reach full
effectiveness. The following table qualifies specific instruments in the various layers as to
these criteria.

Layer Description Typical
regional ?

Term (S/M/L) Direct/ Indirect Preventive/Curative

I Speeding up review No Medium Direct Preventive

Use/Risk Reduction
Plans

Yes Medium Direct Preventive

Resistant Cultivars No Long Indirect Preventive

Uniform VAT No Short Direct Preventive

II Individual Environ-
mental Programme at
farm-level (‘IEPF’)

Yes Medium/long Indirect Preventive

Recognition IF/IPM Yes Medium Indirect Preventive

Application
technology

No Medium Direct Preventive

Covenant with PPP
industry

No Medium/long Direct Preventive

Financial levy (small) No Short Direct Preventive/Curative

III Within Channel
labelling

Yes Medium/long Indirect Preventive

Frequency sensitive
cultivars in rotation

No Long Indirect Preventive

Differentiated VAT No Short Direct Preventive

Financial levy (large) No Short Direct Preventive/curative

Premiums in water
catchment areas

Yes Short/medium Indirect Preventive

More focus on PPPs
in 2078/92

No Medium Indirect Preventive

Conditions in land
leases

Yes Medium/long Direct Preventive

An efficient instrument mix depends very�much on the size of the PPP risk and use reduction
which is desired. An approach was used, whereby three target levels� were defined in a
qualitative sense: a small, medium and higher risk and use reduction of PPPs at EU level. These
target levels are termed 
OD\HUV
��Instruments of the first layer will be included in the next one�
and so on, so that the last layer will contain all instruments.
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The first layer contains four instruments which are either demonstrably very efficient (uniform
VAT rates or programmes on resistant cultivars) or which are assumed to be efficient, and
which also form an important precondition for other policy instruments, such as speeding the
review programme. None of the instruments included at Layer I pose significant problems with
other policy criteria. Layer I is also considered to form a mix with respect to different policy
characteristics.

Layer II instruments require more time to be introduced, such as IEPF or an PPP-industry
covenant, depend on the review programme of PPPs, possibly differentiated VAT rates, or are
judged at a lower effectiveness than a programme on sensitive and resistant cultivars, such as
programmes concerning application technology. The difference between the second and third
layer is less distinct than that between Layers I and II, largely due to lack of available
information. Instruments in the Layer II, however, did receive a better ‘general judgement’.
Some instruments in Layer III, however, are typical regional, and could therefore be preferred
from a regional perspective above those instruments appearing in Layer II.

���� 3UHVHQWDWLRQ�RI�WKH�UHVXOWV�RI�WKH�TXHVWLRQQDLUH�RQ�SRVVLEOH�VWUDWHJLHV�DQG�SROLF\�
LQVWUXPHQWV�IRU�DQ�DGGLWLRQDO�(8�SROLF\�FRQFHUQLQJ�3ODQW�3URWHFWLRQ�3URGXFWV

,QWURGXFWLRQ

The European Commission’s aim in this Report was to provide a starting point for Workshop
discussions on a future PPP policy. Of 52 recipients of the Questionnaire (as selected by the
Steering Committee) 24 useful responses were received in assessing individual instruments - on
a scale of 1 to 10 in terms of (a) effectiveness; (b) political acceptability; and (c) enforceability.
The primary findings of the Questionnaire may be summarized as follows:

)LQGLQJV�DQG�UHVXOWV

• a strong majority of recipients agreed that an additional PPP policy was needed;

• although responses tended to cancel each other out in relation to identifying a
preferred strategy, trends may nevertheless be identified - “restrict use of high-risk PPPs”
emerges as the most preferred strategy, while the second preferred strategy was “control
risks at use level”;

• support for strategies of “promote low-input agriculture”, “control risks at distribution level”
and “reduce overall use of PPPs” was divided between different categories of respondent;

• as an overall strategy, “protect susceptible ecosystems” was ranked sixth out of the seven
strategies considered in the Questionnaire;

• within the most preferred strategy (“restrict use of high risk PPPs”), the most effective,
politically acceptable and enforceable instrument is to speed review of Directive 91/414,
while area-based bans (e.g. streamsides, nature reserves) were ranked second overall (with
virtually all categories of respondents supportive);

For reasons explained in the full Report to this Questionnaire, a statistically valid survey was
not possible. Keeping in mind these limitations, the Questionnaire responses are nonetheless
useful for identifying points of agreement:

Support for an additional EU plant protection product (PPP) policy can be found among all
stakeholders, with the exception of the PPP industry itself.  The farming sector and agricultural
officials are divided in their support.
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Some possible strategies were clearly not preferred, namely,
1. Reduce use/risk via CAP reform;
2. Protect susceptible ecosystems;
3. Control risks at distribution level. It is therefore important to remember that views remain

quite polarized concerning certain approaches - the PPP industry’s most preferred strategy -
“control risks at distribution level” - was the least preferred strategy when the views of all
sectors were aggregated;

Nevertheless, there appears to be consensus concerning the usefulness of a number of policy
instruments, including
1. Speed review under Directive 91/414;
2. Improvements in application technology;
3. Mandatory training/certification of distributors and operators;
4. Area-based bans;
5. Financial support for research/extension on IPM;
6. Financial support for research/extension on low-input or PPP-free agriculture;
7. Code of good PPP practice
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Changes in the European Agricultural Policy have initiated a development of
concentration and intensification of agricultural production and have lead to a strong
increase of the use of fertilizers and pesticides. At present every year more than 300,000
tons of agricultural pesticides are sold in the EU member states and released into the
environment (Eurostat 1996). In between 1985 and 1996 the profit from pesticide sales in
the EU doubled to 7.6 billion US $.

The application of pesticides in the European Union causes widespread contamination of
waters, sediments, soil and air. Computations indicate that the EC drinking water standard
of 0.5 µg/l for total pesticides is exceeded in 65% in the groundwater of all agricultural
land. Considerable amounts of pesticides end up in coastal and marine waters via rivers
and atmospheric deposition.

The current situation of pesticide use in the European Union is characterized by the
following major problems:

 
• Many of the 700 active ingredients currently authorized at the national level are not
expected to meet basic requirements of ecotoxicological testing and pose a potential threat
to human health or wildlife. Active ingredients, such as lindane, vinclozoline and atrazine
are banned in some member countries because of their toxicity, mobility and/or
persistence but are still in use in other member countries.

 
• The presence of pesticides in the environment posing threats to the biodiversity and to
human health.  In particular there is growing concern about low-dose and multigenera-
tional effects of  pesticides on the nervous, immune, reproductive and endocrine system of
humans and wildlife.

• A majority of farmers seems to disregard the principles of good plant protection practice.
Article 3 of Directive 91/414/EECdeclares that pesticides may only be applied according
to the principles of good plant protection practice and - whenever possible - according to
the priciples of integrated plant protection.

World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) is deeply concerned about the extent of pesticide use
and emissions in the EU and potential long-term risks for consumers and wildlife. Risk is a
function of pesticide quality, quantities used and frequency of use (practise of application).
The current EU policy, in particular Directive 91/414, and most of EU countries pesticide
policies only focuses on regulations which define minimum requirements and harmonized
standards on the quality (i.e. approval) and the application of agricultural pesticides. There
is currently no comprehensive and specific EU policy on the technical, economic and
institutional factors that influence or reduce pesticide use levels.
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WWF welcomes European Commissions intention to evaluate possibilities for an
additional pesticide policy beyond the current EU regulatory framework. Under the EC´s
Fifth Environment Action Programme (1992), the EU has set itself the objective of
achieving by 2000 a "significant reduction of pesticides use (...)".

WWF gives the highest priority to the additional policy option of developing programms
as laid down in sub-report I and II aimed at reducing risks to humans and wildlife by
reducing use and emissions of pesticides. Existing programs have set up quantitative in
addition to qualitative objectives and define parameters for quantitative measures of
progress. Programms and measures are targeted to reduce the use of pesticides by 50% in a
five to ten year period.

An EC wide use reduction program should combine a mixture of legislative and economic
measures. An uniform high value added levy for Plant Protection Products as
recommended in subreport II is regarded  by WWF as a key element of a use/ emission
reduction program on the EU level. A high levy will influence farmers decisions to use
pesticides less frequently. The revenue of this levy should be used to support (low-interest
loans, grants, subsidies) farmers who change to sustainable production methods resulting
in lower inputs of agrochemicals.

Speeding up the implementation of Directive 91/414/EEC might be included as a
qualitative element aimed to reduce risks for humans and wildlife by a registration
procedure according to improved testing requirements. According to improve farmers
pesticide application practise the Directive should be supplemented by a legally binding
definition of a code of good plant protection practice.

WWF believes that a comprehensive policy aiming at the reduction of inputs and risk to
the environment must complement existing legislation on approval by strategies which
ensure a significant reduction of use and dependence on pesticides. WWF calls upon the
European Community to initiate national and international pesticide reduction programmes
with clear reduction targets, time scales and reduction indicators to reduce dependance,
usage and emissions of pesticides. National reduction targets must be complemented by
specific targets for each sector of crop production. The experience of existing pesticide
reduction programmes in Denmark, the Netherlands and Sweden show that quantitative
targets can be met.

WWF recommends an additional study to compare the effectiveness of  the elaborated
options or different mixes of these options under the umbrella of a pesticide use and
emissions reduction programme.
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A l’heure actuelle, avec le niveau de connaissance dont on dispose et vu l’absence de données
précises par rapport aux alternative possibles à l’utilisation des produits phytosanitaires, nous
estimons que le secteur agricole a encore besoin d’utiliser des ppps pour les raisons:
• de protection des cultures;
• d’efficacité et de sécurité de la production;
• de rentabilité;
• de compétitivité.
 En tant que seul agriculteur actif dans cette enceinte, j’attire votre attention et demande votre
compréhension sur la complexité des systèmes agricoles. Pour appliquer un produit
phytosanitaire je dois tenir compte des caractéristiques de la culture, du stade de croissance de
la mauvaise herbe que je veux combattre, du temps qu’il fait, de la disponibilité du produit, de
sa rentabilité économique, etc. Chaque intervention sur une culture est une intervention sur un
système complexe qu’il faut gérer avec prudence.
 Mais cela veut dire, aussi, que l’agriculteur est responsable, en tant que chef d’entreprise d’une
utilisation raisonnée des moyens phytosanitaires nécessaires pour répondre à l’enjeu
humanitaire et économique de la production agricole, tout en tenant compte des exigences
environnementales, sanitaires, alimentaires. Il doit faire cohabiter l’aspect économique et la
dimension écologique, c’est-à-dire agir pour favoriser le développement d’une agriculture
durable.
 Dans ce contexte, le COPA et le COGECA sont donc conscients du fait qu’il y a une discussion
en matière de quantité et qualité des produits utilisés en relation avec l’effet escompté et des
conséquences éventuelles que les produits phytosanitaires peuvent avoir sur l’environnement et
la qualité des produits.
 Il faut rappeler, en tout cas, que les produits phytosanitaires sont destinés à des usages agricoles
et non-agricoles. Les utilisations non-agricoles (jardinage, désherbage total des abords de
propriétés, des trottoirs, des voiries, démoussage des toitures et terrains de sport, désherbage
des terrains militaires et des lignes ferroviaires, etc.) représentent un créneau important dans
l’utilisation des produits phytosanitaires. Aucune réglementation ni code de bonnes pratiques
ne concernent ces usages, bien que ces utilisations donnent lieu au même type de pollution
diffuse que l’utilisation agricole. En outre, les statistiques de vente ne permettent pas de
distinguer les usages agricoles des usages non-agricoles.
 Le COPA et le COGECA se sont penchés sur les problèmes et les risques liés à l’utilisation des
produits phytosanitaires depuis des années. Un document sur ce sujet a été rédigé en 1995.
 Le premier résultat à atteindre pour le COPA et le COGECA est une pleine et efficace mise en
oeuvre de la dir. 91/414?EEC, pour poursuivre 2 objectifs:
• les agriculteurs sont les principaux utilisateurs de ces produits, donc l’existence et le bon

fonctionnement d’un système d’homologation implique que les produits mis à leur
disposition répondent à toutes les garanties nécessaires du moment qu’ils sont utilisés dans
des quantités et conditions recommandées reconnues et légales.

• éviter chaque forme de distorsion de concurrence.
 Le COPA et le COGECA sont favorables au contrôle et à l’agrément du matériel de
pulvérisation pour en assurer une application correcte.
 Le COPA et le COGECA sont favorables au développement de toutes actions de
sensibilisation, information et formation sur ce sujet et aussi au développement d’un système
d’avertissement phytosanitaire en matière d’approche intégrée. L’éducation, la formation et
l’information doivent être ciblés sur tous les acteurs de la filière.
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 La formation professionnelle de base doit apporter aux futurs agriculteurs toutes les aptitudes
nécessaires pour réaliser des traitements phytosanitaires. En tout état de cause, les utilisateurs
de produits phytosanitaires doivent posséder les connaissances nécessaires pour réaliser les
traitements.
 Le COPA et le COGECA sont favorables au développement et à la promotion des méthodes de
production intégrées (utilisation des moyens combinés comme les rotations, la lutte biologique,
les variétés résistantes, les traitements de semences, les pratiques culturales, etc.), mais il faut
avoir les moyens financiers et scientifiques adéquats pour les promouvoir et mettre à
disposition des modèles de gestion définis sur la base des études faites. Le marketing des
denrées alimentaires provenant des cultures respectueuses de l’environnement devrait être
davantage pris en considération.
 Le COPA est favorable aussi au développement des codes de bonnes pratiques pour la
protection des cultures. La “bonne pratique agricole” est un concept difficile à cerner, dans la
mesure où il présuppose une évolution dynamique. Il doit en effet pouvoir être modifié en
fonction de l’évolution des connaissances en matière d’agriculture et d’environnement. Le
concept de bonne pratique agricole est déterminé par des facteurs très différents d’une
exploitation agricole à l’autre en Europe et pour cette raison le principe de subsidiarité doit
absolument être retenu, avec la définition d’un cadre général au niveau européen et une
application précise au niveau régional. Le code de bonnes pratiques agricoles doit créer les
conditions qui permettront de développer et de maintenir une agriculture compétitive, sure et
viable. D’une manière générale, le COPA et le COGECA estiment que seul un secteur agricole
économiquement rentable sera en mesure de résoudre les problèmes de l’environnement.
 
 Par contre, le COPA et le COGECA sont opposés à l’application de taxes vertes parce que c’est
un instrument qui peut mettre en péril la compétitivité de l’agriculture européenne. Il ne faut
pas oublier:
 - que toutes les mesures qui pourraient être adoptées et qui auraient comme effet de rendre plus
cher les moyens de production, impliquent pour l’agriculteur une très faible influence pour
répercuter ses coûts sur les prix;
 - que nous sommes dans un système concurrentiel et que toute décision prise au niveau
communautaires doit trouver sa reconnaissance au niveau international, surtout dans le cadre de
l’OMC.
 
 En conclusion, le COPA et le COGECA ne pensent pas qu’il y ait la nécessité d’une politique
radicalement nouvelle, mais plutôt:
• d’utiliser pleinement la législation existante et donc, accélérer la mise en oeuvre de la dir.

91/414/EEC;
• de mieux appliquer les législation de protection des eaux existante;
• de tirer avantage des programmes agri-environnementaux de la politique agricole commune;
de concentrer les efforts sur la promotion efficace des systèmes d’agriculture intégrée.
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Mister chairman, ladies and gentlemen, we would like to thank the Commission and the Dutch
Ministry of Environment and Agriculture for organising this event and giving the crop
protection industry the opportunity to voice its views tonight. We would also like to express our
appreciation to the organisers for the tremendous task of compiling the data presented here.

Today, consumers have forgotten how vegetables and fruits looked like 30 or more years ago,
when effective treatments for plants were not available. If such produce came on the market
again today, it would hardly find buyers, and the food chain would not be pleased with its shelf
life. Some of you will also remember how limited the choice was in those days.

Fortunately, these times have gone, at least in Europe, and consumers can now enjoy a wide
variety of healthy fruits and vegetables all year round.

In those same thirty years, arable production has tripled its output.  The food industry can rely
on a constant supply of high quality raw materials. The once so feared mycotoxins, natural
toxins produced by fungi and bacteria, are no longer a concern since wheat is being treated with
fungicides.

The crop protection industry has played its own particular role in the progress made in
agricultural production, both in quantity and quality, and we are pleased to have been able to
contribute, indirectly but concretely, to improved and healthier diets.  Crop protection products
are an integral part of high performance agriculture.

Society is increasingly concerned about environmental and health safety. Our industry shares
these concerns, follows the political debate and is taking action. Existing products are being
adapted and improved, and uses are being adjusted where necessary. Through continuous R&D
efforts new and more efficient products are being developed. Product stewardship programmes
are set up to promote correct and safe use.

Against this background, we welcome this workshop as an opportunity to share our views and
to listen to other opinions, in order to reach the best possible solutions for all. 

One can of course not consider crop protection in isolation from agricultural production and
from the goals set by the Commission for the reform of the Common Agricultural Policy. The
Commission wants a high quality, sustainable, competitive, multifunctional and
environmentally friendly agriculture in Europe. The recommendations of this workshop on
additional instruments for the use of Plant Protection Products should carefully be considered
in the light of the objectives set in the model for European agriculture.

The request for sustainable agriculture cannot be considered without also taking account of
socio-economic considerations and in particular of a cost-benefit analysis of undisputed quality.

The economic considerations in turn must take account of the cost of regulation. The stringent
safety evaluation of new products and the review of existing products, according to Directive
91/414/EEC, guarantee a high degree of safety for the consumer and the environment.
Therefore one can only wish that the procedural and technical obstacles to the rapid and full
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implementation of this directive will soon be remedied. In fact, our industry is pleased that this
also seems to be the view of Member States and of the Commission.

Perhaps it is useful to remember that the issues which we are discussing here today are also on
the agenda of the OECD and the FAO. The OECD is taking a global leadership role in the
harmonisation of regulatory testing guidelines, risk assessment methodology and registration
and re-registration procedures. The FAO gives great importance to new technologies in
agriculture which can help satisfy the increasing need to provide the world with food of high
quality, a quality that we privileged Europeans can enjoy.

I can assure you that risk reduction is a major goal for our industry and for all partners involved
in crop protection. This is a continuous process which includes the products themselves as well
as their use.

On the product side, innovation is the main driver for reducing risk. New molecules are more
active, but they are not more toxic, to either humans or the environment. Innovation has thus
resulted in constantly reduced use rates. Biopesticides and genetically engineered crops are
additional tools for environmentally friendly crop protection.

In the same context, our industry supports all efforts to make the Registration Directive more
efficient, be it for faster market introduction of new products or the review of existing ones.

Regarding the use of our products, our industry is promoting integrated pest management and
integrated crop management. Both aim at an efficient and precise use of products. Additional
educational efforts support sound on-farm practices and the correct handling of our products.
The farmers, as the users of our products, have an important stake in the success of both
programmes.

More could be said about the efforts which our industry is making through our extensive
product stewardship activities, our scientific leadership and our global economic role.  Thus we
are contributing to the improvement of quality and quantity of agricultural production in an
economic and environmentally sustainable way.

Therefore, ECPA and ECCA are pleased with this opportunity for dialogue with European and
national officials, other industries and with NGOs. Indeed, we hope to learn from this exchange
of views with you in order to contribute further to the goals which we share. 
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Four parallel sessions were organised in which the results of the six studies were analysed and
discussed in greater detail than was possible in a plenary session. Each of the parallel session
focused on one of the four major topics in the PES-A programme:
1. The impact of PPPs on the environment;
2. The impact of PPPs on human health;
3. The role of economic instruments, and
4. The role of regulatory and other instruments in promoting a sustainable use of PPPs.

The discussions in the parallel sessions were based on the study results presented earlier in the
Workshop and by the results of the questionnaire that had collected and summarised opinions
from all parties concerned on these four topics. The major objective of the four parallel
sessions was channel and focus information and opinions of the Workshop participants in
preparation of  the draft Recommendations which are presented in the final chapter of the
Proceedings.

���� 6HVVLRQ�RQ�,PSDFW�RQ�WKH�(QYLURQPHQW

,QWURGXFWLRQ

This session was on the impact of PPPs on environmental quality. This section is organised
according to the consensus items identified in the Oppenheimer Wolff & Donnelly report on the
questionnaires received and added other headings as identified by the group.

'LUHFWLYH��������((&

The discussion focused on environmental issues that at present 91/414/EEC does not address
adequately.

There is a need to�monitor active ingredients after approval to ensure that problems in use are
detected. This could be done by time-limiting approvals, and by imposing conditions on
approvals. Such conditions could include monitoring programmes, perhaps conducted by
industry as part of product stewardship programmes.

There is a clear need for strategic guidance at EU level on post-approval monitoring and
surveillance of environmental impacts as set out in Dr. Carter’s report and its recommendations.
There should be discussion and co-ordination of monitoring programmes, agreement on goals,
and identification of priority pesticides or other issues of concern, including availability of
analytical methods and standardisation of sampling. As costs will limit the monitoring that can
be done, perhaps there should be a number of regional, representative programmes based on
catchments. There are useful precedents in monitoring for residues in food at EU level, and in
the proposed Water Framework Directive.
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The registration process must begin to address issues of mixtures, synergism, increased
indicator species monitoring and impacts of pesticides on populations. This is especially
important against the endocrine disruption discussion.
Suggestions were made - but not discussed - concerning the use of the substitution principle (as
discussed in the context of the Biocides Directive); and the phasing out of priority hazardous
pesticides (as is presently under discussion in the Persistent Organic Pollutants process).

,PSURYLQJ�DSSOLFDWLRQ�WHFKQRORJ\

Although this is clearly important, time prevented any discussion

,PSURYLQJ�DSSOLFDWLRQ�WHFKQRORJ\

There was concern about the excessive use of pesticides caused by poorly maintained or
calibrated application equipment and it was felt there should be inspection of equipment. There
was a suggestion that inspection should be mandatory, as in Germany, Sweden and Belgium.

0DQGDWRU\�WUDLQLQJ

There was general agreement that training or certification was required for users, although
agreement as to whether this should be voluntary or mandatory. Perhaps there should be
guidance at EU level as a result of which member states would implement their own schemes
according to agreed standards. Training requirements should include regular re-training, and be
specific and flexible, and include advisors and distributors as well as users. There were
suggestions that some pesticides should be available only on prescription to properly certified
users.

$UHD�%DQV

It was suggested that the EU should help member states define objective criteria so that
pesticide use could if necessary be restricted to protect regional sensitive areas or areas that
might be vulnerable.

)LQDQFLDO�VXSSRUW�WR�ORZHU�LQSXW�DJULFXOWXUH

There was strong consensus that funds should be used for the support of lower input systems.

Farmers needed support for decision making - particularly in using lower doses. Product
liability was noted as a problem for industry that impeded the flow of information in this area.

There was a strong consensus that farmers needed accessible, on-site advice from expert
extension workers. It was recognised this would entail cost: there was no discussion as to
whether this should be free, or supported by governments.

&RGH�RI�*RRG�3UDFWLFH

There was strong agreement that good agricultural practice, which underpins 91/414/EEC,
should be set out in a &RGH�RI�3UDFWLFH. Such a code should be flexible and take into account
different situations, but was regarded as essential. It should encompass all aspects of pesticide
use including whether or not a pesticide was needed; choosing a pesticide; and all actions
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including disposal and equipment cleaning. The Code should be promoted and distributed
though official channels.

$GGLWLRQDO�LWHP��DFFHVV�WR�HQYLURQPHQWDO�DQG�RWKHU�LQIRUPDWLRQ

Many reports spoke of the difficulty in obtaining environmental information. It was recognised
that the issue of data protection is difficult. The proposal was made that member states have to
resolve this issue at EU level and an agency was proposed that would promote the availability
of data and recompense the owners of that data.

Users need to make site specific and safe choices of least toxic, environmentally appropriate
products. Environmental labelling of products was suggested, based on field data as well as
laboratory data.

It was also stressed that regulators have a duty to circulate high quality and validated
information they hold.

$GGLWLRQDO�LWHP��$�6L[WK�(QYLURQPHQWDO�$FWLRQ�3ODQ

There was no discussion of this item, but the organisers of the workshop looked for a
programme to take forward some of the ideas of the Sustainable Use Process. A �WK
(QYLURQPHQWDO�$FWLRQ�3ODQ�was proposed, with the development of specific indicators of health
and environmental risk�in accordance with agreed OECD proposals.

���� 6HVVLRQ�RQ�,PSDFW�RQ�+HDOWK

,QWURGXFWLRQ

This session was organised to reflect on the impact of PPPs on human health. Looking at the
present to plan the future was chosen as guiding motto for the discussions. This should
encompass discussing proposals in order to find out agreements and disagreements with regards
to the topic under discussion.

+XPDQV�DW�ULVN�DQG�W\SH�RI�KHDOWK�HIIHFWV

With regard to impact on health through the use of PPPs, humans at risk include
• Manufacturing workers and formulators, including both applicators in agriculture and

agricultural workers;
• Vendors and commercial workers;
• Bystanders and proximity residents
• The general population
• 
 The latter two groups were not discussed in the session.
 
 The type of health effects that are relevant to the use of PPPs include
• Acute poisoning
• Subacute and subchronic effects
• Long-term effects including cancer, reproductive changes, neurotoxicity, and endocrine

disruption
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 &XUUHQW�VLWXDWLRQ
 
 Currently a debate on the extent, the severity and the number of affected people is going on. As
a consequence of the absence of reliable and comparable scientific data at the European level,
no clear and unambiguous statements can be made in this respect.  This results in a controversy
on long-term effect occurrence. Some tend to exaggerate the health risks, others are inclined to
minimisation.  The lack of complete and reliable data also leads to different perceptions of the
risks of PPPs between experts, who think they are low, and laymen who fear much higher risks.
 
 Criteria for hazard identification and the relevance for man were discussed. This has
consequences for labelling and other practical consequences. Criteria for risk assessment are
not yet completely uniform at the European level, as far as AOEL, occupational exposure
assessment, bystander exposure, re-entry, acute reference dose, and other issues are concerned.
 It was noted in this respect that risk management and reduction policies vary among different
Member States. 
 
 $FWLRQV
 
 Data collection and analysis to construct an informative EU scenario on health effects should
be undertaken. Promotion of research on unresolved issues, including mixtures, and endocrine
disruption is required. Amelioration and standardisation of data production at national level
must be promoted at EU level. Also is needed a strengthening of epidemiological health
surveillance (e.g. a prospective approach for selected groups, sentinel groups).
 
 Use of environmental media contamination data for human exposure assessment throughout
Europe must be promoted. Risk assessment methods for workers’ and general population
exposure should be improved and finalised. Greater transparency in risk assessment and wider
participation in risk management is needed. Finally, the potential of using hazard instead of risk
for restricting or banning certain active substances must be discussed.
 
 Policy on licensing and training of applicators is important. More information on a safe use in
agriculture, public health, and household product is required, and case studies to learn
avoidable mistakes for the future should be better used.
 
 *HQHUDO�FRQFOXVLRQV
 
 Within the limited time frame of the session, two major conclusions were drawn:
• It was recognised  that the current situation could be improved, and
• In the absence of reliable health data, a greater reliance on the precautionary principle is

needed.

���� 6HVVLRQ�RQ�(FRQRPLF�,QVWUXPHQWV

,QWURGXFWLRQ
In this session the use of economic instruments as a means of reducing risks of PPPs were
discussed. In order to structure the discussion, a general framework was developed, that
includes:
• Types of economic incentives;
• An assessment of their qualities based on various criteria, and
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• Based on this assessment, recommendations from this session as a contribution to the
plenary discussion on the Workshop Recommendations, as to whether further policy action
or further research is needed.

:DWHU�SUHPLXPV

Water premiums include measures according to which farmers agree to take efforts beyond
what  can be asked from them as a consequence of standing policy, and be paid for that in
return. The assessment is that it is positive in general, but that proper implementation is needed
to ensure positive environmental effects. It is not an appropriate instrument in the long term as
it is against the polluter pays principle. The policy recommendation would be that there is a
need for general guidelines on water premiums, however with flexibility for local adaptation.

$JUL�HQYLURQPHQW�SURJUDPV

Agri-environment programs are considered as a useful instrument. Integrated Crop
Management (ICM) was considered to be included in the definition of agri-environment
programs. Increased contacts with traditional farming and experiences thereof should be
supported. Too strong support to specific technologies should be avoided. It was recommended
that the ideas which are included in the general policy reform (Agenda 2000) could be
endorsed.

6XEVLGLHV�IRU�DOWHUQDWLYHV�WR�XVLQJ�333V

The third economic incentives discussed were subsidies for alternatives to using PPPs. Such
subsidies can be useful, definitions and specifications of what alternative methods include are
needed. It was felt that this instrument should be submitted for further policy consideration.

&RVW�FRYHULQJ�FKDUJHV

Cost covering charges are meant to cover costs related to policy measures. They are considered
to be economic instruments since they have a price increasing impact. Cost covering charges
are viewed as positive. The revenues should in particular be targeted at monitoring and
speeding up of Directive 91/414/EEC��Very positive experiences with this instrument exist in
Denmark, Sweden and UK. It was recommended that further investigation on technical details
may be needed

+DUPRQLVHG�YDOXH�DGGHG�WD[

Value added tax on PPPs, harmonised in the European Union Member States, encountered
consensus as to positive internal market aspects of harmonisation. The rate of a harmonised
value added was not debated. Setting minimum rates, with the possibility to have higher rates,
is an option. There was also consensus that this instrument needs more political and technical
discussion.
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(QYLURQPHQWDO�OHY\

Environmental levies form a controversial instrument. Arguments in favour include that
positive experience with levies are reported, in particular in Denmark. Moreover, levies are
mentioned in the Fifth Environmental Action Programme. Arguments against include possible
distorting effects on trade and competitiveness, the problems with defining environment
damage on which the rate of the levies should be based, and the fact that it is a generic
instrument, not useful for local targets as a consequence of the various local conditions. It was
concluded and recommended that there is a need for more in-depth investigation, in particular
on the impact on changing farmers behaviour.

���� 6HVVLRQ�RQ�5HJXODWRU\�DQG�2WKHU�,QVWUXPHQWV

,QWURGXFWLRQ

This session was on regulatory and other instruments in the field of plant protection policy. The
discussion in the session was organised according to the items brought forward in the
Oppenheimer, Wolff & Donnelly report on the questionnaire among concerned parties.

6SHHG�XS�UHYLHZ�RI�'LUHFWLYH��������((&

A fee to speed up the review of Directive 91/414/EEC should be acceptable, if it is assured that
all cost recovery is ensured. Council Directive 98/8/EEC Biocides could be taken as model in
this respect. Priority in the review would be given to problematic substances and to the new
compounds as well as to compounds in review process. The problems of minor use should be
kept in mind, however.

$SSOLFDWLRQ���,QVSHFWLRQ��7UDLQLQJ�(GXFDWLRQ�,VVXHV

The research on application technologies should be encouraged by Commission programmes as
the development is rather slow. Moreover, communication on all levels is a crucial factor for
success. The inspection of spraying equipment is a necessary but not sufficient condition.
Voluntary systems work if they are subsidised. For inspection of spraying equipment,
mandatory systems are more efficient.

Education is a key factor to proper use of PPPs and should focus on professional users,
including farmers, distributors and users of problematic substances. Here, a minimum level
across Europe is necessary. Opinions on the possibility of giving financial support for these
measures were divided.

$UHD�EDVHG�EDQV�RI�SHVWLFLGH�XVH

Area-based bans of pesticide use may be needed for specifically vulnerable areas. However,
this is a complex issue and more information about the interaction of various factors is needed.
It must be kept in mind that such bans are a matter of subsidiarity in the European Union. 
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)LQDQFLDO� VXSSRUW� IRU� UHVHDUFK� DQG� H[WHQVLRQ� RI� ,30� DQG� RWKHU� ORZ�LQSXW� RU� 333�IUHH
DJULFXOWXUH

A focus on production system as a whole was underlined in order to cover all related problems.
Support for Integrated Pest Management (IPM) and Integrated Crop Management (ICM) is
welcome but the terms need to be better defined.

&RGHV�RI�JRRG�333�SUDFWLFH

As to codes of good PPP practice it was decided that a guidance document would be desirable.

1HHG�IRU�DQ�DGGLWLRQDO�OHJDO�LQVWUXPHQW��H�J��IUDPHZRUN�GLUHFWLYH�RQ�ULVN�UHGXFWLRQ�"

There was consensus that additional policy is needed but no consensus could be achieved on
how this should be launched.

4XHVWLRQV�QRW�GLVFXVVHG�EXW�IRXQG�LPSRUWDQW

• How to avoid duplication with EU Water Framework Directive?
• How to bring together existing codes (e.g. IOBC/WPRS) into one European framework?
• Is IPM a sustainable production system? What experiences could be drawn from other, non-  
  IPM low-input farming systems such as organic farming?
• What about education of advisors?
• What is the appropriate level for measurement of use of PPPs (MS, regional,farm)?
• What about registration/certification/control of traders?
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The results of the parallel sessions were reported into the plenary session and after discussion
the following recommendations were endorsed by the workshop:

,��1HHG�IRU�DGGLWLRQDO�(8�SSS�ULVN�UHGXFWLRQ�SROLF\�LQVWUXPHQWV

1. In line with the Fifth Environment Action Programme*) and recognising in particular the
actual and expected achievements of Directive 91/414/EEC, there is consensus for the need of
additional European Community ppp risk reduction policy instruments. These should have
common goals and be tailored to meet the needs at EU, national and local levels.

,,��*RDOV

These instruments should:

• contribute to the development of a  plant protection practice that fits into the concept of
sustainable agriculture, (including  social and economic dimensions)

• ensure a high level protection of human health and the environment.
• guarantee the free circulation of Plant Protection Products and plant products
 
 ,,,��5HODWLRQ�WR�RWKHU�&RPPXQLW\�SROLFLHV
 

• In line with the need to further integrate environmental considerations into the
Common Agricultural Policy, the possibilities of the current reform (Agenda 2000)
should be fully used to contribute to the sustainable use of Plant Protection
Products, in accordance with the concepts, principles and objectives of the Fifth
Environment Action Programme.

 

• In developing additional instruments adequate coherence should be ensured with
the existing Community policies, in particular Community water legislation.

                                                
*) In particular chapters 4.4 and 5.4 thereof and bearing in mind the provisions of Art. 130 r of the Treaty.
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,9�� :LWK� D� EURDG� FRQVHQVXV�� WKH� ZRUNVKRS� LGHQWLILHG� WKH� IROORZLQJ� LQVWUXPHQWV� IRU
FRQVLGHUDWLRQ

���6SHHG�XS�RI�WKH�UHYLHZ�RI�DFWLYH�VXEVWDQFHV�XQGHU�'LUHFWLYH��������((&��LQ�SDUWLFXODU
E\�

- introducing a fee contributing to the recovery of costs of this review
- giving priority to the most problematic existing substances and to new substances. During this
process the problems relating to minor uses should be kept in mind.

��� $SSOLFDWLRQ� WHFKQRORJ\�� LQVSHFWLRQ� RI� HTXLSPHQW�� WUDLQLQJ�� HGXFDWLRQ� DQG� H[WHQVLRQ
VHUYLFHV

- research on application technologies  to be encouraged by Community programmes
- exchange of information at all levels is a crucial factor
- inspection of spraying equipment is necessary. Voluntary systems work, if subsidised, but 
  mandatory systems appear to be more efficient.
- education is a key to proper use, focus should be on professional users, including farmers,
  distributors, traders, advisers and extension services.
- minimum requirements for education should be set at the EU level.
- provide better information on a safe use of ppps to professional and amateur uses

���$UHD�EDVHG�EDQV�RI�SSS�XVH�

- may be needed in especially vulnerable areas
- are in principle a matter of subsidiarity

���)LQDQFLDO�VXSSRUW�IRU�UHVHDUFK�H[WHQVLRQ�RI�,30�,&0�DQG�ORZ�LQSXW�RU�SSS�IUHH
����DJULFXOWXUH��H�J�RUJDQLF�DJULFXOWXUH��

- focus on production system as a whole in order to cover all related problems
- support for IPM/ICM is welcome but these concepts need to be better defined

���&RGHV�RI�JRRG�SODQW�SURWHFWLRQ�SUDFWLFH�

- guidance document on good plant protection practice, which takes into account regional
   circumstances and existing codes such as the ones developed by EPPO*) , is desirable.

���(FRQRPLF�LQFHQWLYHV

- there is a need for general guidelines for  water premiums with flexibility for local adaptation,
  taking into account the Polluter Pays Principle and recognising the concept of subsidiarity .
- agri-environmental programmes, such as under Regulation 2078/92, should be strengthened and
  focused more on sustainable plant protection practice.
- provide subsidies to stimulate alternative production methods as referred to in point 4.

                                                
*) EPPO European Plant Protection Organisation
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���0RQLWRULQJ�DQG�VXUYHLOODQFH

Development and co-ordination at EU level of a strategic guidance document on post approval
monitoring and surveillance of environmental impacts, in particular in the case of water, taking
into account the  report " Further Analysis on Presence of Residues and Impact of Plant
Protection Products in the EU" and its recommendations, as well as of impacts on human
health. The design of a monitoring scheme should consider its utility in human exposure
assessment. New sources of funding for the post approval monitoring should be explored.

���'DWD

It was recognised that the debate of the extent and severity of the impacts of ppps on the
environment and the human health is affected by the lack or non-availability of reliable and
comparable data and the lack of transparency of methodologies. It is, therefore, recommended
that actions should be taken with a view to organise the production, collection and analysis of
high quality data for both environment and human health, taking into account activities of the
Statistical Office of the European Communities.

���,QGLFDWRUV

In order to monitor the progress of risk reduction for human health and the environment
specific indicators should be developed, taking into account the ongoing OECD activities.

����5HVHDUFK

Research should be encouraged  on issues such as human health, in particular in case of highly 
exposed groups, and  environmental effects of mixtures, increased indicator species monitoring
and impacts of ppp on populations as well as non-target species.

����5LVN�DVVHVVPHQW

Finalise and improve human health and environmental risk assessment methods making more
use of mechanistic information such as endocrine disruption, especially for workers and general
population exposure and ensure transparency in the process.
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9��7KH�ZRUNVKRS�GLG�QRW�ILQG�FRQVHQVXV�RQ�WKH�XVH�RI�WKH�IROORZLQJ�LQVWUXPHQWV

����(QYLURQPHQWDO�OHYLHV

Environmental levies need to be further investigated on their possibility for risk based
environmental tax, their effect on behaviour of users and their consequences on
competitiveness of the EU agriculture in the global market.

����9DOXH�DGGHG�WD[

Harmonised level of value added tax on ppps is supported as an internal market measure.
Opinions on its effectiveness as a risk reduction instrument were divided.

����7KH�VXEVWLWXWLRQ�SULQFLSOH

The substitution principle, similar to the Biocide Directive 98/8/EEC, was briefly discussed, but
the opinions were divided�

����:LGHU�SDUWLFLSDWLRQ

The question of widening the participation in meetings related to risk assessment processes and
methodologies was discussed. Opinions were divided on this issue.
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